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1484 edition of a great Roman satirist,  
with the extensive commentaries by Bartolomeo Fonzio

1.  PERSIUS FLACCUS. satirarum opus [= satyrae/saturae].
(Colophon: Venice, Dionysius de Bertochus & Pelegrinus de Paschalibus Bononienses, 
10 september 1484). small 2° (29.5 × 21 cm). With the verse text surrounded on three 
sides by Fonzio’s prose commentary, Bertochus and Pelegrinus’s woodcut device next to 
the colophon on the last printed page, with spaces left for manuscript initials without 
guide letters (not filled in). set in 2 sizes of Venetian-style roman type (110 and 83 
mm/20 lines) with an occasional Greek letter. 19th-century(?) sheepskin parchment.
 € 14 500

A 1484 edition of the (mostly hexametric) verse satires by Persius Flaccus (34–62 CE), the 
sixth known edition with the extensive prose commentary by Bartolomeo Fonzio. Persius 
satirized stoic ethics, literary style, their asking the gods for material gain, and their views 
of life goals and liberty, all in the light of the decadence and corruption of Nero’s court at 
Rome. Though influenced by the satires of Lucilius and Horace, Persius’s calm and seriously  
educational critique gives his work a subtle depth often lacking in his predecessors. He left his 
satires unfinished at his premature death and they were put into order by his friends Cornutus 
and Bassus. Ulrich Han in Rome printed the first edition in 1470 and many followed quickly, 
but the most important were those with Fonzio’s commentaries,.
Bartolomeo Fonzio (1446/49–1513), born in Etruria, was a Florentine humanist and professor 
of poetry and rhetoric at the university there. He greatly admired Persius’s work but found that 
its obscurities limited its reception, so he set out to clarify it for the reader.
With a couple contemporary pen decorations and a pointing hand in brown ink beside the 
main text. With some marginal stains, mostly in the last quire, which also shows restorations 
in the gutter margin, but otherwise in good condition and with wide margins (2–5.5 cm). 

[1 blank], [54], [1 blank] pp. BMC VII, p. 1139; Bod-Inc P140; Goff P346; GW M31375; ISTC ip00346000.  
☞ more on our website

https://www.forumrarebooks.com/item/19009.html




Rare first edition of the leading Dutch  
translation of the Ship of fools

2.  BRANT, Sebastian. Navis stultorum: oft, Der sotten schip.
Antwerp, Jan II van Ghelen, 1584. small 4°. With a woodcut of the ship 
of Fools on the title-page, woodcut Dutch title-panel, Van Ghelen’s large 
woodcut greyhounds and goat device on the last page, 118 full-page and 2 
smaller woodcut illustrations in text, each page (after the title and its verso) 
in a border built up from arabesque cast fleurons. 18th-century sprinkled 
calf, gold-tooled spine and board edges, mottled edges. € 18 000

Rare first edition of Jan II van Ghelen’s Dutch translation of sebastian Brant’s 
famous Ship of fools, a telling satire on the foolishness of men. The book really is a 
picture book, each act of folly depicted in a large woodcut in which the fool with 
cap and bells plays the main role, the text explaining the woodcut and its moral. 
It first appeared in German in 1494, in Latin in 1497, and went through hundreds 
of editions in many languages, as well as spin-offs of various kinds, including a 
song by The Grateful Dead in 1974. A Dutch translation appeared in Paris in 1500 
and a few more in the following decades, including one at Antwerp in 1548, but 
the present edition was far more influential and was long even cited as the first.
sebastian Brandt (1457–1521) is famous largely for this verse satire, in which more 
than a hundred fools set sail in search of a fool’s paradise. Each humourously 
satirizes one particular vice or folly of Brant’s day, sparing neither clergy nor 
scholars, and each fool meets his death in an appropriate manner. Columbus’s 
discovery of America, made only 2 years before the first edition, earns a brief 
mention. Brant satirizes men and women in all walks of life and engaged in 
various activities, so the woodcuts add not only humour and beauty, but also a 
view of historical clothing, implements and customs.
Lower outside corner of title-page restored and a few leaves slightly browned, 
but still in very good condition. The binding is worn and restored. Rare and  
well-illustrated first edition of the leading Dutch translation of a classic of satirical 
literature. 

[2], “234” [= 236], [10] pp. Belg. Typogr. I, 388; BKVK & WorldCat (3 copies); Rosenwald Coll. 1206;  
USTC 402039 (5 copies); not in Adams; Bibl. Belg. ☞ more on our website

https://www.forumrarebooks.com/item/480.html




”Mad scholars for sale”
3.  CUNAEUS, Petrus. sardi venales. satyra menippa. In huius seculi homines plerosque ineptè eruditos. In fine seorsim addita est ex eiusdem 
interpretatione D. Juliani Imperatoris satyra in principes Romanos.
Leiden, Officina Plantiniana Raphelengii (= Franciscus II & Justus Raphelengius), 1612. With a general title-page in red and black and a separate 
title-page for the satyra in Romanos Imperatores, each with Plantin’s small woodcut compasses device; a woodcut medallion portrait of Julius 
Caesar, 2 woodcut decorated initials (1 series), 2 woodcut factotums.
Including: CUNAEUS, Petrus. D. Juliani Imperatoris Caesares, sive satyra in Romanos Imperatores: ...
With: (2) [ROLEVINCK, Werner]. Opusculum de regimine rusticorum. ...
mainz, Johann Albin, 1601. With a woodcut Jesuit IHS device on the title-page, a woodcut headpiece, tailpieces and decorated initial, decorations  
built up from arabesque typographic ornaments, and each page in a frame of rules.
2 works in 1 volume. 12°. Reversed parchment (made from a ca. 1600 calligraphic German proclamation(?) that shows through in mirror image, 
beginning with a 7 cm decorated initial: “Wir Diß...[?]”), sewn on 3 vellum tapes laced through the joints, with a hollow back, each board with 
a frame of blind double fillets, spine-title written in ink, remains of ties, blue edges. € 2250

Ad 1: First edition of a pre-eminent 17th-century example of the neo-Latin literary genre of the menippean satire. The fact that at least thirteen Latin editions 
appeared up to 1735 plus a Dutch translation in 1675 under the title, Gekken te koop, of schimp-schrift op de verkeerd-geleerden van 
onzen tijd, shows the 17th-century appreciation of Cunaeus’s work. A modern critic (G. Hess) noted that the reintroduction 
of the menippean satire by Petrus Cunaeus (together with Justus Lipsius’s famous Somnium) forms the apogee of academic 
imitation in neo-Latin literature. Cunaeus’s Sardi venales achieved this revival of the classical menippean satire as we know it 
from the one and only specimen to survive, seneca’s Apocolocyntosis (menippus’s own works, from the third century BCE, are 
lost). Cunaeus successfully and critically reviews certain abusive tendencies in contemporary philology and theology.
Cunaeus took much more inspiration than Lipsius from personal emotions. Unlike Lipsius, he also dared to deal not only with 
international, far-off philology, but also with vehement theological discussions going on at that moment on the floor of his own 
university in Leiden. His translation of the Roman Emperor Julian the Apostate’s anti-Christian satire Caesares further indicates 
the provocative nature of his work. It has its own title-page, pagination and series of quire signatures, so it could have been sold 
separately, but it is mentioned on the Sardi venales title-page and the two are almost always found together.
Ad 2: Curious and rare later (fourth?) edition of the anonymously published Bauernspiegel by the famous Werner Rolevinck 
(1425-1502), Carthusian from Cologne and author of the important world history Fasciculum temporum. Rolevinck’s Regimen 
rusticorum was first published in the 1470s (ca. 1472), probably in Cologne by Arnold Ther Hoernen. As a son of a farmer 
Rolevinck could describe the life of farmers from the inside, discussing several social questions connected with rural life in 
15th-century Germany.
Ad 1 slightly and ad 2 more extensively browned, the latter with tears restored in a few preliminary leaves, otherwise in good 
condition.

[24], 144, 154, [1], [1 blank]; [24], 238, [4 blank (except for the frame of rules)] pp. C. Matheeuwsen & C.L. Heesakkers (ed. & introd.), Two neo-Latin Menippean 
satires. Justus Lipsius: Somnium; Petrus Cunaeus: Sardi venales (= Textus minores 54) (1980); STCN (4 copies). ☞ more on our website

https://www.forumrarebooks.com/item/21718.html


Satirical story of drunkenness, whoring and gambling, 
possibly aimed at the three Princes of Orange:  

second known copy of the second edition
4.  [BEROALDO, Filippo, and anonymous adaptor]. Het stichtigh ende vermakelijck 
proces van drie ghebroeders, edel-lieden. Den eenen zijnde een dronkaert. [Den] tweden 
een hoer-eerder. [Den] derden een speelder. Dat wie bevonden sal worden vande drie 
ghebreken het kleenste begaen te hebben, het meeste erven sal van zijn vaders nae ghelatene 
goederen, volghens het testament daer af sijnde ghevonden, wesende onder sekere oude 
papieren, van m. P. v. O.
Including: RULANT, H. satyra ofte lofsang van droncken drincken. 
[Amsterdam?, Jacob Aertsz. Colom?], 1635. small 8° (14.5 × 9 cm). Half calf (ca. 1830s), 
with the binder’s stamp on an endleaf (F. DUQUESNE À GAND). € 4500

second known copy of the third edition (1635) of a rare satirical Dutch adaptation (first and second 
editions 1634) of a moralistic story in Latin by Filippo Beroaldo (1453–1505), possibly intended in 
this adaptation to satirize the Princes of Orange. The quotations from classical sources are given 
in Latin, each followed by a Dutch verse translation that takes some liberties with the text. Pieter 
Nootmans (active 1627–1635) contributed a verse about the book, printed on the back of the  
title-page. Following the main text is a drinking song by H. Rulant (active 1632–1634), with its own 
part-title, which had been published separately in 1632. We have located only one other copy of the 
present edition, in the library of Tresoar in Leeuwarden.
The British Library database of bindings includes one binding by this Ghent binder. The title-page  
is worn and dirty, with a small abrasion obliterating the letter s in “stichtigh”, and the upper outside 
corner of the last leaf has been restored, with the loss of a few words of the text of the added drinking 
song. The binding is good, with some cracks in the hinges and minor damage along the edges. 

136, [1], [1 blank]; [30] pp. KVK & WorldCat (1 copy); cf. Kruyskamp, Jan Mommaert en het “Stichtelyck Proces”, in: Het Boek 
XXX, pp. 306–312 (1640 ed.). ☞ more on our website

https://www.forumrarebooks.com/item/1616.html


A Flemish didactic satire,  
illustrated by Antoine van der Does

5.  BORCHT, Willem van der (Guilielmus a CASTRO). spieghel der 
eyghen-kennisse, ... in-gheknoopt Het conterfeytsel des wereldts, ...
Brussels, Lambert de Grieck, 1643. 4°. With engraved title-page, engraved 
portrait of the author (after P. de Backer), both by Antoine van der Does 
(“AVD”), and 3 nearly full-page engraved illustrations in the text, probably by 
Van der Does. 18th-century vellum. € 2750

First edition, in Flemish Dutch, of a didactic satire, mostly in verse, by the Flemish 
poet and lawyer Willem van der Borcht or Guilelmus a Castro (1621/22–1668) in 
Brussels, with elegies and epigrams alternating with prose passages. It allegorically  
presents a mirror of self-knowledge and knowledge of the world, intended to improve 
the faults of the age and show the foolishness and vanity of the world. The fine 
plates by Antoine van der Does, showing scenes of rich and frivolous society, are 
of interest for the costume and morals of the time. The “Toe-ghifte”, an integral 
part of the edition, but with its own title-page on 2D1, represents the world as a  
capricious woman. The portrait shows Van der Borcht at age 21 with the motto 
“nosce te ipsum”, and a 2-line verse by Ericus Puteanus below. The 3 illustrations 
show realistic genre scenes, influenced by Rubens. Half the copies listed by the STCV 
lack the portrait and/or the engraved title-page. 
One illustration was printed over a crease in the paper, leaving a white line through 
part of the scene. In very good condition, with a minor water stain in the head margin 
of the engraved title, just touching its border. Binding lacking ties, with 1 sewing 
support broken at the back hinge, slightly wrinkled and a bit dirty, but still good. First 
edition of a satire of society, with plates made for it by Antoine van der Does. 

[16], 271, [1] pp. Bibl. Belg I, p. 319; BCNI 9630; Funck, pp. 282–283; STCV (8 copies incl. 4 incomplete).  
☞ more on our website

https://www.forumrarebooks.com/item/1521.html


Orangist reacton to a satirical pamphlet Missive  
van Parnas, written by Hugo de Groot (1685)

6.  [DORDRECHT]. Aenmerkinge op de missive van Parnas, vanden 22. 
January 1685. Getekent Hugo de Groot.
The Hague, Gidion Backer, 1685. 4°. With a woodcut title vignette and a woodcut 
intial. Disbound. € 475

Orangist reaction and critical commentary on the satirical pamphlet Missive van Parnas, 
geschreven door Hugo de Groot (Dordrecht?), no printer, (1685); see 262a), written in the 
same ‘antique’ tune, on the procedures for the nominations and appointments in the 
last part of 1684 in Dordrecht of the ‘Agten’ – the representatives of the Guilds – and the 
sheriff (schout) of Dordrecht Willem stoop (1656–1701). Pp. 25–26: ‘Toegift’ (Additon) 
on the meeting of Burgomaster Franken with the deans of the Guilds in October 1684, 
and, on pp. 27–28: ‘Harangue’ to the deans.
Edges slightly frayed, a little browned and with some occasional spots, but overall in 
good condition.

28 pp. Knuttel, 12402; STCN 850919053; cf, Termeulen/Diermanse, Hugo Grotius, no. 218; Handvesten en Privilegien 
der Stad Dordrecht, III (Dordrecht, 1790), pp. 1901–1916. ☞ more on our website

https://www.forumrarebooks.com/item/ABC_46229.html


Satire on the astronomical bills of barristers and solicitors  
by the famous anatomist Govert Bidloo

7.  [BIDLOO, Govert]. Beurze-stryd, of saemen-spraek tusschen Galenus, en Baldus.
[The Hague, meyndert Uytwerf?], 1692. 4°. With a woodcut title vignette. Bound on two 
modern chords. € 450

One of variant issues of this satirical pamphlet supposedly written by the famous physician (he 
became a few years later the personal physician of stadholder/King William III), anatomist, poet 
and playwright and above all colorful Govert Bidloo (1649–1717).
In February 1692 the Hoge Raed (supreme Court) of the Dutch Republic had renewed their 
ordinance of 1652, ‘t Reglement op het stuck van het salaris van Advocaeten en Procureurs, to protect 
those who seek legal assistance from the sometimes exceedingly overcharging barristers and  
solicitors. Considering this as an infringement on their honor, the furious barristers reacted with a 
fierce account entitled Consideratien ende Grieven by de heeren Advocaten gemaeckt … op ende jegens 
de Ordonnatie op het stuckvan haer luyden salaris … (1692; Knuttel , 13806): meat and drink for 
Bidloo who immediately wrote this razor-sharp satire, anonymously printed without the name of 
the printer/publisher (probably it was he publisher/bookseller meyndert Uytwerf at The Hague), 
in the form of a dialogue of a physician (Galanus) and a totally upset lawyer (barrister; Baldus).
With many contemporary marginal annotations, the Latin nicknames have been identified and 
the names of the actual barristers are written in the margins by a contemporary hand (as in more 
copies), f.e. ‘Arminius Lanicutis Albus’ = mr. Pieter schaep; ‘Pub. Acrimonius Voetianus’ = mr. 
surendonck; ‘Pentadomus’ = Procureur Vijfhuysen, etc.. Also the Latin sentences and motto’s are 
translated and the author is named on the title-page: ‘auctor bedloo m.D.’.

[8], 9–24 pp. Knuttel, 13808 (copy with manuscript annotations); Knuttel, Verboden boeken, 57; Knuttel, ‘Govert Bidloo voor het 
gerecht’, in: De Ned. Spectator, 17.6.1899, pp. 193–195; NNBW, 8, cols. 104–108; R. Krul, Rapport van de Commissie voor de gesch. 
Der geneesk. in Ned. … Het Haagsche Chirurgijns-Gilde (1891), p. 416. ☞ more on our website

https://www.forumrarebooks.com/item/ABC_46096.html


Extremely rare satirical print series lampooning Louis XIV with the total eclipse of the Sun King, 
showing 1 major and at least 3 minor variants not recorded in the literature

8.  [ALLARD, Carel]. Koninglyke almanach: beginnende met den aanvang der oorlog, van anno 1701 .... Waer in duydelijk de loop der zon 
der ongeregtigheid, met zyn eclipsen, of de regtvaardige straf des heemels, door XVIII zinnbeelden in koopere plaaten vertoond word; ... | 
Almanach royal. Commencant[!] avec la guere de l’an 1701 jusques .... ou est exactement observé le cours du soleil d’injustice; avec ses eclips; 
ou la juste punition du ciel. Demonstré dans XVIII emblemes. ...
“Paris” [= Amsterdam], “imprimé â l’imprimerie royale du Petit Louis” [= Carel Allard, 1706?]. small 2° (32 × 21 cm). Engraved print series with 
an engraved title-page and 24 engraved prints (9 single-page and 15 double-page; 18 bound in and 6 loosely inserted), the double-page prints 
with extensive letterpress text flanking and/or below the engraving. Contemporary marbled-paper wrappers. € 8750

Extremely rare complete emblematic print series (plus alternative versions of several prints) mercilessly satirizing and ridiculing King Louis XIV of France, his 
grandson King Philip V of spain, the marquise de maintenon (whom Louis XIV had secretly married after she had been his mistress for years), many others 
in Louis XIV’s court and his allies in the War of the spanish succession (1700/01–1714). most prints, like the title-page, have texts in both Dutch and French. 
The title and many of the prints gleefully note the total eclipse of the sun that occurred on 12 may 1706, supposedly the day Philip V abandoned his siege of 
Barcelona (which had been taken by the British six months earlier), presenting it as the total eclipse of the sun King.
In 1877 muller noted the “great rarity” of all these prints, surviving in far fewer numbers than satirical prints of poorer quality and less importance. “Their 
value as expressions of the spirit and life of the common people is inestimable: indeed, there is almost no period in our history for which we possess such 
a rich treasure of prints.” They also influenced the better known series on the 1720 south sea Bubble, two of the present prints serving as direct models for 
prints in that series. The title-page attributes the emblems to “the leading masters of our century” and some of the plates have been attributed to Romeyn de 
Hooghe and/or someone from his school, Laurens scherm and the publisher Carel Allard himself.
Although no two copies of the print series have the same makeup, and many of the emblems exist in variant forms, the present set of prints includes the 
engraved title-page, at least one of each of the 19 emblems noted by muller, and two versions of some, so it may be called “complete”. The present copy 
includes a major variant not recorded by muller (or elsewhere).
With 6 prints loosely inserted, 3 of them with a slightly tattered fore-edge, 1 also with a marginal tear along an old fold repaired with tape, and 1 bound print 
slightly browned, but still generally in very good condition. The spine of the marbled wrapper is mostly lost and the sides rubbed, with a few small and minor 
tears and stains, but the binding structure remains sound. One of the best and most extensive copies of an extremely rare and important popular satirical print 
series from the War of the spanish succession. 

Engraved title plus [25] engraved plates., some with letterpress text. Atlas van Stolk 3182; Brunet I, pp. 194–195; Cohen, col. 28; KVK & WorldCat (3 copies); Muller, Historieplaten 3038–3071.  
☞ more on our website

https://www.forumrarebooks.com/item/I4PCEMH0QKZP.html




A doubtful comedy mocking apothecaries
9.  [GAETE, Hendrik van de]. De ontmantelde apotheker, met de gefopte 
hoorndrager, blyspel.
Gouda, heirs of Lucas Kloppenburg, after 1712. 8°. With an engraved frontispiece 
depicting the last scene of the comedy and a woodcut title-vignette. Disbound in 
modern blue paper wrapper. € 350

One of the issues printed by the heirs of Lucas Kloppenburg in Gouda in the years  
1713–1716. The author, Hendrik van de Gaete (1682–1719) is an Amsterdam bookseller, poet 
and playwright who published several comedies, sometimes of doubtful qualities. Also this 
comedy contains many side-hits, esp. towards apothecaries and is enacted for the greater 
part in a whorehouse.
Exlibris D.A. Wittop Koning.

[16], 29, [1], [1 blank], [1] pp. NNBW I, col. 915. ☞ more on our website

https://www.forumrarebooks.com/item/ABC_45726.html


 
 

The first great international investment fraud & 
scandal, including 10 very rare broadsheets with 

woodcut illustrations
10.  [TAFEREEL DER DWAASHEID]. [Collection of satirical plates and 
illustrated poems related to Het groote  taferee l  der dwaasheid].
Including: 
–11 very rare broadsheets, each of the first 10 with a satirical poem and 1 or 
more woodcut illustrations, the last with a verse by Joost van den Vondel and 
an engraved illustration.
[Netherlands, ca. 1720] (items 1–10); Rotterdam, Pieter vander Veer, 1721 (item 
11). 1°. modern green half cloth.
–8 engraved prints with letterpress text by Jan de Ridder.
[Netherlands, ca. 1720]. Folio. modern green half cloth.
–45 engraved satirical plates (including 2 made up of 4 separate prints each, and 
with a duplicate plate).
[Netherlands, ca. 1721]. Various formats. Each in passepartout.
–12 separate prints (a few with letterpress text) and 2 copies of an engraved map 
in 2 parts, showing the coast of south America and the south sea.
[Netherlands, ca. 1721]. Various formats. 
The whole kept together in a large 20th-century green half cloth portfolio 
(50 × 70 cm). € 17 500

Collection of satirical plates and illustrated poems related to Het groote tafereel der 
dwaasheid, a famous collection of texts and plates satirizing the Englishman John 
Law, his mississippi Company, and the international land and trading speculation in 
worthless shares, known as the south sea Bubble of 1719–1720, which resulted in an 
international scandal. Nearly every copy or set has a different makeup.



The present set of plates doesn’t include the text, but does include a set of 10 very rare broadsheets with satirical poems and woodcut illustrations, according 
to muller “the woodcuts especially are very rare, for some I have seen no other copy than the one described here”. Other rare items in the collection are the 
2 copies of a, non-satirical, engraved map of the coast of south America and the south sea, in two parts with the titles “De Zuyd-zee” and “De Pacifische of 
Zuyd zee”, not listed by muller, and a series of 8 engraved prints, with letterpress text, by Jan de Ridder.
many items, including the rare broadsheets, untrimmed, with most deckles intact. some items slightly worn, especially among the loose prints, but the others 
in very good condition, only occasionally restored at the folds. 

 Frans de Bruyn, “Het Groote Tafereef der Dwaasheid and the Speculative Bubble of 1720”, in: Eighteenth-Century Life, vol. 24, no. 1 (winter 2000), pp. 62–87; Muller, Historieplaten, pp. 103–132.  
☞ more on our website

https://www.forumrarebooks.com/item/FB4F8TZOP9W8.html


Famous satirical poems advocated a plan for providing 
dispensaries for the relief of the sick poor,  

as a protection against the greed of apothecaries.
11.  [GARTH, Samuel]. The dispensary. A poem. In six canto’s. The ninth edition. With 
several descriptions and episodes never before printed.
London, printed for J.T. and sold by Tho. Astley, 1726. 12°. With frontispiece and 6 full-page 
plates, one for each of the canto’s engraved by Lud. Du Guernier (included in the collation), 
many woodcut head- and tailpieces. Calf over boards, gold-tooled spine. € 350

Ninth edition (the first after the dead of the author) of this satirical mock-heroic poem in six 
canto’s which had been first published anonymously by Garth in 1699. Although the satire on the 
building of a medicines dispensary for the poor at Royal College of Physicians, has now been largely 
forgotten, at the time of its publication the poem was an instant success, making the writer the 
talk of the London coffee houses and the fashionable literary scene. The poem went through three 
editions within a year and eight editions appeared within Garth’s lifetime and the text was reprinted 
regularly throughout the 18th century.
samuel Johnston, in his Life of Garth, suggested that the poem appealed because of its clear moral 
stance. After all, Garth was ‘on the side of charity against the intrigues of interest, and of regular 
learning against licentious usurpation of medical authority’.
With ownership’s stamp of Wm sherlock, Ormskirk, on first fly-leaf. Hinges weak, slight marginal 
browning and spotting. 

[24], 84, 36 pp. C.C. Booth, ‘Sir Samuel Garth, FRS: The Dispensary poet’, in: Notes Rec. R. Soc. Lond., 40,2 (1986), pp. 125–45; B. 
Brander, B. Samuel Garth’s The Dispensary. Washington Univ. School of Medicine in St Louis, Bernard Becker Medical Library (2016). 
☞ more on our website

https://www.forumrarebooks.com/item/ABC_45436.html


Satire disguising the French elite as Arabs
12.  MELON, Jean-François. mahmoud le Gasnevide, histoire orientale. Fragment 
traduit de l’Arabe, avec des notes.
Rotterdam, Jean Hofhoudt, 1730. 8°. Contemporary marbled calf, gold-tooled spine, 
boards, board edges and turn-ins, both boards with the gold-tooled coat of arms of 
Louis marie Alexandre, Duc d’Aumont, gilt edges. € 1500

second edition, in the original French, of an allegorical novel satirizing the establishment of 
the Régence, the period just after King Louis XIV’s death, when Louis XV was still a minor and 
France was ruled by the regent Phillipe d’Orléans. The novel incorporates the most important 
figures during the Régence, but they have been given oriental names. The author, Jean-François 
melon (1675–1738), states he translated it from an original Arabic text, but actually wrote the 
novel himself.
With the coat of arms of Louis-marie Alexandre, Duc d’Aumont (1736–1814) in gold on both 
boards. With some marginal water stains. Overall in good condition. 

[2], VI, 162, [4] pp. Cioranescu 44265; Olivier 364/1. ☞ more on our website

https://www.forumrarebooks.com/item/22355.html


A raunchy satire of country life in Holland ca. 1700 with 
appendices on the Cape, East Indies and fictitious Isle of Pines

13.  SPAAN, Gerrit van. Het koddig en vermakelyk leven van Louwtje van Zevenhuizen, of 
het schermschool der huislieden, vervat in twee deelen. Waar agter gevoegt is de Afrikaansche 
en Aziaansche weg-wijzer, ...
Rotterdam, Pieter de Vries, 1752. 4 parts in 2 volumes, bound as 1. 8°. With engraved allegorical 
frontispiece, a letterpress general title-page, 4 part-titles. Contemporary mottled calf, richly 
gold-tooled spine. € 4500

second edition, by the printer-publisher of the 1704 first edition, of a rare coarse satire whose title can be 
translated as, “The comical and entertaining life of Louwtje Zevenhuizen, or the family fencing school.” 
The two volumes of the “fencing school” are followed by the African and Asiatic guide, which spaan 
had published separately in 1694 and 1695. The former includes a chapter on the fictitious Isle of Pines.
The first two parts, volumes one and two of the “fencing school” satirize the rough morals, customs 
and traditions of Dutch country people, with lively, convincingly realistic and sometimes coarse  
descriptions. The Afrikaanse weg-wijzer says it is for the benefit of those who can’t earn a living in 
their native country. Chapter VII describes the fictitious Isle of Pines, where Joris Pines was supposedly  
shipwrecked in 1589 and lived a life of luxury and pleasure with his four wives and 1789 children and 
grandchildren. The last part describes a voyage to and in the East Indies and the unknown Australia, 
with information on Java, Ceylon, Formosa, Ambon, Ternate, Celebes and Borneo.
With the bookplates of J. W. six and Jan steenks. In very good condition. The binding shows some chips 
and cracks, mainly in the spine, but is structurally sound. 

[20], 483 pp. Buisman 2147; De Vries 242; Landwehr, VOC 1542 note & 1543 note (parts 3–4); Mendelssohn II, pp. 413–14; Muller 504; 
Scheepers I, 432 (this copy); STCN (4 copies); Tiele, Bibl. 1015; not in: Ford, Isle of Pines. ☞ more on our website

https://www.forumrarebooks.com/item/792BKEJ1OIBA.html


A burlesque literary trip around Paris during the time of the Enlightenment
14.  [NÉEL, Louis-Balthazar]. Voyage de Paris a st. Cloud par mer, et retour de st. Cloud a Paros par terre. Quatrieme édition, revue, corrigée 
& augmentée, avec une carte très-exacte, dont le plan a éte levé sur les lieux.
Paris, Duchesne, 1762. 8°. Woodcut headpieces and endpieces, initials [1,5 × 1,5 cm], bound with fold out map [16 × 25.5 cm]. Contemporary 
vellum binding. € 500

The French author Louis-Balthazar Néel published in 1752 
his satirical Voyage de Paris à Saint-Cloud par mer et retour de  
Saint-Cloud à Paris par terre; a story that simultaneously mocked 
the genre of travel literature and the people of Paris and its environs.
Néel takes his reader on an imaginary journey from Paris to  
saint-Cloud, about 15 kilometers from the centre of Paris, upstream 
on the seine. The work is a bitter satire of Parisian life in the  
eighteenth century. The hero of the story and citizen of Paris 
receives an invitation to a country house in saint-Cloud. To him, 
covering the short distance requires the outmost preparations. He 
buys himself a geographical map, a compass and a gun to prepare 
for all eventualities. He even takes the time to write his wil land 
pays his outstanding debts. The journey on the wild and rough sea 
he professes to traverse is in reality the relatively calm seine.
His Voyage de Paris à Saint-Cloud was his most notable publication  
that underwent several re-editions throughout his lifetime and 
thereafter.
Good condition, some tearing on the binding and spine.

xxvj, 118, [2], 120 pp. BNF 33999536. ☞ more on our website

https://www.forumrarebooks.com/item/ABC_47360.html


First French edition of 1788 English handbook  
of the art of caricature, with 29 plates, all newly engraved 

and 9 showing 10 new heads plus 28 new scenes
15.  GROSE, Francis. Principes de caricature, suivis d’un essai sur la peinture comique.
Leipzig, Industrie Komptoir, Baumgärtner; Vienna, mollo & Comp., [1800]. small 4° 
(18 × 13 cm). With engraved frontispiece caricature portrait of an antiquarian mastiff 
and XXVIII numbered engraved plates of caricatures (6 folding), many with several 
figures, all on grey-brown paper. Contemporary half mottled sheepskin. € 4500

Rare first French edition of a detailed and thoroughly illustrated practical handbook of the 
art of caricature by the English antiquarian, lexicographer and army captain Francis Grose 
(1731?–1791), first published in English. The plates make their first appearance in the present 
edition, including 9 showing caricatures not in the earlier editions. The first part has a  
drop-title “Principes de caricature” (pp. 1–14, with plates I-VI bound before it as the direction 
to the binder at the foot of p. 42 indicates), while the second has a divisional title “Essai sur 
la peinture comique” (pp. 15–32). The text ends with the notes on the plates, including the 
frontispiece (pp. 33–42). Plates VII-XXVIII follow, with the 6 folding plates (XXIII-XXVIII)  
containing 27 scenes, some with more than one human figure. Plates I-VI show details  
(caricature noses, profiles, heads, etc.) while the other illustrations show caricature portraits 
and scenes, often with grotesque figures.
Both the present French and the German edition, by the same three publishers, are undated, 
but appeared in 1800. They match in typographic style and use the same plates. Although the 
French is translated from the German, it appears to have been published a few months earlier, 
at the Leipzig bookfair for spring 1800, so it is the first edition to use the present plates.
With minor foxing, part of the foot border line of one plate very slightly shaved (just touching 
the toe of one figure), a couple small marginal chips or tears (not affecting the image or text) 
and a few creases in the folding plates, but otherwise in very good condition. The front hinge 
is cracked and there are a few small scuff marks, but the binding is otherwise good. A practical 
handbook of caricature, more extensively illustrated than any English edition. 

[1], [1 blank], 42 pp. plus frontispiece and XXVIII plates. Allgemeine Literatur-Zeitung LXXV (4 June 1800), col. 623; 
Quérard (1829) III, p. 487; WorldCat (4 copies). ☞ more on our website

https://www.forumrarebooks.com/item/23255.html




Rare pasquinade against an 18th-century travel account
16.  [SULZER, Franz Joseph (subject)]. Der irrende Don Quitschot unsrer zeit, oder 
Beylage zu den dreyen sendschreiben des k.k. Rittmeisters, und Auditors bey dem 
löblichen Dragoner Regimente savoyen, J. sulzers über seine litterarische Reise an Herrn 
Prediger Theodor Lang zu Cronstatt in siebenbürgen.
[Vienna?], 1783. 8°. Later plain boards. € 850

Rare anonymous pasquinade against Franz Joseph sulzer’s well-known Altes und Neues oder dessen 
literarische Reise durch Siebenbürgen, den Temesvarer Banat, Ungarn, Oesterreich, Bayern, Schwaben, 
Schweiz und Elsaß (...) in drei Sendschreiben an Hernn Prediger Theodor Lange (...), published in 
Vienna in 1782. This critical travel account is the result of a literary journey Franz Joseph sulzer 
(1727–1791) made together with his son in the summer of 1782 to Austria, Hungary, Bavaria 
and Alsace. During this journey they visited many monasteries and libraries and sulzers got 
acquainted with many scholars such as Johann Jacob Bodmer, Johann Caspar Lavater, salomon 
Gessner, Johann Jacob Hess, the publisher J. Turneisen and Isaak Iselin in Basel. In Freiburg 
he met the professors Franz Jos. Bopp and Jos. Anton Petzeck, who advised him to try to get 
the professorship for statistics at the Hochschule in Vienna. Back in Kronstadt, however, he 
returned to the army with the rank “Rittmeister und Auditor im Dragonerregimente savoyen”. 
The author of the pasquinade addresses and criticizes the enlightened sulzer as the wandering 
Don Quixote of his time.
slightly browned, otherwise in very good condition. 

71, [1 blank] pp. Allgemeine Deutsche Bibliothek LX (1785), p. 185; VD18 10685952; WorldCat (8 copies); for the original work by 
Sulzer: Holzmann-Bohatta VI, p. 21, no. 589. ☞ more on our website

https://www.forumrarebooks.com/item/BC4CEFFPKJIQ.html


The misfortunes of a shepherd during the 
Helvetic Revolution, in the rare French edition

17.  USTERI, Martin (artist) and Marquard WOCHER (engraver). 
L’oraison dominicale d’un habitant d’Unterwalde; suite de sept scènes 
de la Révolution helvétique.
Basel, the author and schoell et Cie, 1803. 4° (29.5 × 22 cm). With 
8 brush etchings or aquatints, including the title page, mounted on 
green paper with letterpress captions, interleaved with tissue guards. 
Contemporary gold-tooled calf, black sheepskin spine-label, gilt edges.
 € 6500

Rare edition with the French captions, of a print series “plunged in noble bile” 
(Füssli) on the misery of a peasant in the Helvetic Republic (1798–1803). This 
so-called Bauernvaterunser, a type of parody in which the miseries of peasants 
during war are placed opposite the Lord’s Prayer, tells the story of a shepherd 
who loses his home and his son during the war. Living the life of a beggar 
together with his grandson, he watches his community being torn apart. The 
print series refers to the uprising of Unterwalden in 1798 against the Helvetic 
Republic. During the following punitive expedition, the French army killed 
368 inhabitants, including numerous women and children. In the print series 
however, it is a local “traitor” who sets fire to the shepherd’s cabin and whom 
the shepherd later encounters in the woods. Together with the final plate, 
which mentions that even the most enlightened and distinguished men were 
torn apart from their families, this indicates that the author viewed the conflict 
above all as a local strife that divided the community.
Johann martin Usteri (1763–1827) was a swiss poet and artist, known for his 
satirical works. His print series on Unterwalden was simultaneously published 
in German, French and English in 1803 and as copper engravings in 1805 in 
Augsburg and London. several parodies appeared in which the positive aspects 
of the Helvetic Republic were highlighted. 
With the binding worn at the extremities and front with two small holes near 
the spine. Endpapers somewhat browned and spotted and tissue guards with a 
few spots. Fore-edge margin of the title and final leaf soiled; a very good copy. 

 Boerma, „Vaterunser Parodien in den Niederlanden, in Bayern, in der Schweiz“ in: Arbeitskreis Bild 
Druck Papier XIV, pp. 39–41; Brunet V, cols. 1020–1021; Füssli, Allgemeines Künstlerlexicon, II. Theil,  
p. 4054; WorldCat (2 copies). ☞ more on our website

https://www.forumrarebooks.com/item/ICL9VEWAKMUS.html




Hand-coloured carnival costume plates
18.  [COSTUMES – CARNIVAL]. Taschenbuch für das Carneval. Erstes 
Jahr. – Le carnaval ou representation d’une collection d’habits de masques. 
L’an premier. 
Leipzig, Friedrich August Leo, 1804. 16°? (14 × 10.5 cm). With 12 numbered 
engraved plates by Friedrich Wilhelm Nettling, all coloured by a  
contemporary hand. Original publisher’s paperboards, printed from an 
engraved plate and hand-coloured. € 4500

Very rare, first and only published part of a series of hand-coloured carnival 
costume plates, each of the 12 with a letterpress description in German and French. 
Only plates 9 and 10 bear the name of the German draughtsman and engraver 
Friedrich Wilhelm Nettling, best known for his portrait of Bach, but all may 
have been engraved by him. The mostly comical or farcical plates illustrate a fairy 
with her   entourage, a Chinese man, Don Quixote and sancho Panza, a group of 
beast people and many other extraordinary figures. Two figures in one plate wear 
funnels as hats, like the Tin man in The Wizard of Oz. Besides the 12 plates in the 
booklet itself, the engravings on the boards show two male figures (gymnasts?, one 
in a clown-like costume) on the front and a dancing woman with a tambourine 
on the back.
With some minor stains and the front of the binding slightly damaged in the 
lower margin and lower right corner, spine cracked. Good copy. 

31, [1 blank] pp. Baumgärtel, Die Almanache, Kalender und Taschenbücher 1750–1860 der Landesbibliothek 
Coburg, p. 32; Köhring 111; WorldCat (3 copies). ☞ more on our website

https://www.forumrarebooks.com/item/E5UG7Z4OCT3N.html
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